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Introductions
A Professor of Geography and Environmental
Studies at Thompson Rivers University in
Kamloops. He holds a joint appointment in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology. He is
an environmental social scientist who specializes in
science, technology and society with a focus on
environmental and health risk issues.

Dr. Michael Mehta

Introductions
An environmental scientist to be (soon), a
second year student in master of science in
environmental program at Thompson Rivers
University. Industrial engineer graduated
from Ecole Superieure des Industries du
Textile et de l’Habillement in Morocco.

Merieme Boutaib

Background
To examine risk and crisis communication models found in the literature dealing with
wildfires - also use comparator hazards.
To review risk and crisis communication practices in British Columbia followed by
organizations involved in wildfire emergency management. Focus is on the interior of the
province.
To develop a new model.
A knowledge synthesis – with recommendations.

How the study was conducted
Between June 16, 2020 and January 26, 2021, seven virtual consultations using a
videoconferencing platform were conducted with a wide range of organizations involved in
wildfire risk communication.
The BC Wildfire Service
Emergency Management BC
First Nations’ Emergency Services Society
Simpcw First Nations
City of Kamloops
Thompson-Nicola Regional District
PreparedBC and Emergency Info BC
Literature review of risk and crisis communication models.

Challenges
1

Lack of trust
Effectively provide accurate information that stakeholders desire in a
timely and trustworthy manner

2

Individuals and communities motivation

3

Heterogeneity of the public

Distinguish between different groups and individuals in communities and what
motivates them.

Fire managers and others involved in communication need to
recognize the heterogeneity of the public at the pre-wildfire stage in order to
reduce risk.

Challenges
4

Past experience

5

Public meetings

6

Local stakeholders

Community history can create assumptions and biases that may block
new information from being processed and acted upon.

The lowest ranked of all communication methods.
should occur early in any plan development and should include representatives from all
stakeholder groups.

The less inclusion of local stakeholders in decision-making processes will lead
to lack of trust within communities.

Challenges
7

Lack of equipment or physical ability, and
low self-efficacy
Represents the main barriers for individuals preforming mitigation actions.

8

Failure of providing the public with meaningful
information

The public will attempt to fill the gap, and this increases the risk that false or poorly
contextualized information will spread.

9

Official social media accounts

Organizations and governments need to actively interact with the public and
traditional media.

Challenges
10 Circulation of false or misleading news

Credibility concerns can be reduced by using official social media accounts to provide
timely, accurate information and to respond appropriately to feedback from the general
public

11 Stress and lack of control
Questions about personal safety and the protection of property, and proximity to the
hazard all conspire to elevate perceptions of risk

12 Transportation
While some community members had personal vehicles, others lacked mobility.

Challenges
13

Language difficulties
For the indigenous community, a translator was needed to deal with language differences.

14 Media attention

Media attention focused primarily on the non-indigenous community of Slave Lake
making it difficult to get specific information about what was happening in Whitefish
Lake.

15 Rural communities
•
•

Rural communities had lower overall levels of trust, and often have less reliance on
public services including support from fire response agencies.
Some rural communities do not have access to a local newspaper and do not get
CBC or NL radio.

A Life Cycle-Based Model

The centrality of local and Indigenous knowledge in the model recognizes that risk and
crisis communication are processes that involves actual individuals and communities.
True and meaningful consultation is required at all stages of a wildfire event in order to
reduce risk, respond in a culturally and socially responsible way, and to best utilize all
existing resources

The model also places safety and mental health in its core to emphasize that risk and crisis
communication must place a premium on these variables.
Wildfire events can put affected individuals under significant levels of stress that may have short
and long terms impacts.
Mental health can be impacted at all stages of an event (pre, intra, and post), and communities in
regions with more frequent wildfire events must pay particular attention to these factors.

The life cycle of a wildfire involves shifting across pre-event, intra-event, and post-event stages.
Each of these stages require a particular communication focus, although it is important to note that
both risk and crisis communication will likely have to occur throughout all events to some degree.
That said, there are dominant modes of communication that will naturally be focused on at each
stage.

At the pre-event stage, the emphasis will tend to be on risk communication.

The intra-event stage involves a shift to a crisis communication mode.
There is a tendency during an event to shift to a command-and-control approach as represented
by the Incident Command System. Although important from an operational perspective, crisis
communication must be sensitive to context and community if it is to be effective.
At this stage, the focus should be on providing timely and accurate information, inter-agency
coordination, and mobilization practices including evacuation that are likely to have the greatest
likelihood of success.

The post-event stage requires a communications style that is a hybrid between crisis and risk
communication. By retaining some of the elements of crisis communication, flexibility to
(re)mobilize a community exists and this can keep intact some of the operational channels for
inter-agency coordination. This is also a time where risk communication can be emphasized.
Communicating risk too soon after a serious wildfire event may trigger unanticipated responses
and create higher levels of anxiety. A return to full participatory decision-making, planning, and
rebuilding infrastructure occurs during this stage although this may take years depending on the
damage.

The goals of communication and
information management are
Standardize key information so that it can be accessed easily within and across
organizations.
Establish a process that promotes the regular sharing of information with other
response organizations.
Link the operational and support elements within and across various organizations.
Provide a common operating picture and situational awareness for response personnel
and organizations.
Maximize the use of readily available resources, including the Internet and web-based
tools.
Ensure the secure management and timely release of sensitive information.

01

Recommendations

Recommendation 1

•

Organizations make meaningful distinctions between risk and crisis communication
and have in place an approach that recognizes life cycle differences.

•

Adoption of a particular model, or even the one proposed here, does not guarantee a
sound approach although it may cultivate an enhanced appreciation of the nuances and
complexities associated with communication.

•

It is also essential to recognize the role of local and Indigenous knowledge at all stages
of a wildfire event, and to focus on the safety and mental health of affected individuals
and communities.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 2

•

During a wildfire event, a premium is placed on accurate and timely information. It
is important to stress that such qualities are necessary but not sufficient to motivate
action or to reduce risk.

•

The building and maintenance of trust between emergency management organizations
and remote and First Nations communities must be a priority, and it should be
recognized that trust is a two-way street.

•

It is recommended that additional research by conducted on trust at these various
levels.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 3

It is recommended that a program be developed to increase the supply of satellite
telephones in First Nations communities, and that more training be provided on the use of
this technology and how it can be integrated with other more traditional approaches
including radio.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 4

•

Staff turnover at Emergency Operations Centres in remote and First Nations
communities can impair communication. Staff turnover can occur for many reasons,
and it was observed that in some communities the use of retired, volunteers occurs.

•

It is recommended that better efforts be made to maintain updated databases of contact
information.

•

There may also be value in exploring how to reduce turnover, provide more crosstraining opportunities, and to find mechanisms to more formally transfer experience
from long- service personnel to new employees.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 5

•

It is recommended that emergency response organizations coordinate and lobby to
support initiatives to deploy broadband provincially. This can also include working
with the telecommunications sector and government to establish better cellular
telephone connectivity in such communities.

•

There may be value in pushing telecommunications companies to offer differential rate
structures in these communities to encourage wider-scale adoptions of the technology,
and this may involve a subsidy structure. Cellular telephones enable the use of SMS
alerting as well.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 6

•

A “lessons learned” approach should be followed going forward to understand how to fine
tune risk and crisis communication.

•

Showcase successful communities: Example - Simpcw First Nation. They have welltrained staff, understood roles and responsibilities between their Chief and Council and the
Emergency Information Officer, and focus on building personal relationship to support
one-on-one external communications. They also have historically low levels of staff
turnover.

Thanks!
Does anyone have any questions?
mmehta@tru.ca
boutaibm19@mytru.ca

